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Instructions: 
(i) Read all questions carefully and answer accordingly. 
(ii) Question paper consists of 3 parts. 
(iii) Scientific and non-programmable calculator are permitted. 

 

 
 PART A 

ANSWER ALL THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 10 X 2 = 20M 

 

1. Define Civil Law. 

(CO2,CO3,CO4,CO1) [Knowledge] 

2. How does Salmond defines law. What is the major end (goal) of law according to Salmond`s definition 
of law? 

 
3. What are the elements of Legal reasoning? 

 
4. What is continuity in context of an essential of a valid custom? 

 
5. What are local Customs? 

(CO2,CO3,CO4) [Knowledge] 

(CO3,CO6) [Knowledge] 

(CO5,CO6) [Knowledge] 

(CO2,CO5,CO4) [Knowledge] 

6. What is Law in rem and Law in personam as per Holland`s Classification of Law? 

(CO4,CO3,CO5) [Knowledge] 

7. What is citation? Can you give name of two popular citation formats used in legal academic writing? 

(CO2,CO3,CO5) [Knowledge] 

8. What are the material sources of Law 

 
9. What is a minor premise in deductive legal reasoning? Give examples. 

 
(CO3,CO4) [Knowledge] 

(CO3,CO4) [Knowledge] 
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10. What is the main source of law in a civil legal system and a common law legal system? 

(CO6,CO5) [Knowledge] 
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PART B 

ANSWER ALL THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 4 X 10 = 40M 

 
11. Elaborate upon the hierarchy of courts followed in India. 

 
12. State the different classification of law. 

 
13. What are Fallacies in Legal reasoning? 

 
14. Elaborate upon the relationship between Law and Morality. 

 
(CO3) [Comprehension] 

(CO4) [Comprehension] 

(CO3,CO4) [Comprehension] 

(CO3,CO4) [Comprehension] 

 
PART C 

ANSWER ALL THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 2 X 20 = 40M 

 
15. What Is ADR? What are different kinds of ADR? Can you differentiate between these different Kinds? 

Also according to you why is ADR gaining so much popularity? 

(CO6,CO4) [Application] 

16. The law is not what is written in the statute books, it is the meaning given to those letters of law by the 
judges. In the light of the above statement shade same light on the position of Precedent as a source 

of law. 

(CO4,CO6) [Application] 
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